We present a method for encoding unit vectors based on spherical coordinates that out-performs existing encoding methods both in terms of accuracy and encoding/decoding time. Given a tolerance ǫ, we solve a simple, discrete optimization problem to find a set of points on the unit sphere that can trivially be indexed such that the difference in angle between the encoded vector and the original are no more than ǫ apart. To encode a unit vector, we simply compute its spherical coordinates and round the result based on the prior optimization solution. We also present a moving frame method that further reduces the amount of data to be encoded when vectors have some coherence. Our method is extremely fast in terms of encoding and decoding both of which take constant time O(1). The accuracy of our encoding is also comparable or better than previous methods for encoding unit vectors.
Introduction
Recent advances of technology and computational power call for novel approaches to handling large data sets in terms of their transmission, storage and processing. In Computer Graphics, large data sets arise in a variety of applications. For example, 3D scanners such as those used in the Digital Michelangelo Project [1] produce on the order of hundreds of millions of point samples per statue. LIght-Detection-AndRanging (LIDAR) typically uses laser range scanners to scan large terrain areas and can produce billions to tens of billions of samples per scan. Rendering methods such as Photon Mapping [2] generate millions of photons. Furthermore, as computation and storage have become cheaper, larger, more complex surfaces are becoming common. For example, hierarchical modeling tools such as ZBrush can easily produce surfaces with millions of polygons.
These large data sets require efficient techniques for transmission and storage. While there are many different types of data to compress, we focus on 3D unit vectors. Such vectors appear in many applications in Computer Graphics. For example, these vectors are used to represent normals on surfaces, to modify lighting equations when used in normal maps or to store photon directions in photon maps. Unit vectors can also be viewed as points on the unit sphere and, as such, have applications in Astrophysics [3] .
Naïvely storing unit vectors as three 32 bit numbers (96 bits total) is wasteful. Meyer et al. [4] showed that this representation is redundant and only 51 bits are sufficient to represent unit vectors within floating point precision. However, floating point accuracy is not always necessary, and thus good encoding/decoding techniques for 3D unit vectors that bound the maximum encoding error are needed. Such methods must be accurate, robust, and computationally efficient for both encoding and decoding (since data may need to be encoded in a streaming fashion).
Related Work
Encoding/decoding of unit vectors is a well-studied topic in Computer Graphics. The problem can be reformulated as constructing a distribution of points on the unit sphere and providing a method for finding the closest point in the distribution to a given input vector.
One of the first methods for geometry compression is due to Deering [5] who encodes normal vectors by intersecting the sphere with the coordinate octants and then dividing the portion of the sphere within each octant into six equally shaped spherical triangles. Deering then uses a uniform grid restricted to a triangle and finds the closest point on the sphere to the input normal vector. Unfortunately, there is no error analysis of this encoding technique. In addition, the encoding requires finding the closest vector from a list of vectors, which has computational cost that is exponential in the number of encoded bits.
The most well-known and popular method for encoding unit vectors is based on octahedron subdivision [6, 7, 8, 9] . The method begins with an octahedron and alternates linear subdivision and projection back to the sphere to build a point distribution. The encoding procedure is simply to identify the octant of the input vector and perform local subdivision around that vector. Hence, the encoding time is linear in the number of bits used to encode the result. While the same procedure can be used to decode the vector, the more common implementation is to use a table lookup. The latter is quite fast, but as Meyer et al. [4] point out, for high levels of accuracy the lookup table can dominate the storage costs and may not even fit in memory.
Oliveira et al. [8] and Griffith et al. [9] both explore using platonic solids other than octahedra for encoding unit vectors. Griffith et al. [9] show that the octahedron does not produce good coding results compared to other solids and advocate using a sphere covering with low number of faces [10] . The authors also provide a barycentric encoding method whose computational cost is proportional to the number of faces in the covering and is independent of the number of bits used to encode the vectors. However, the maximum error is poor compared to other methods. Qsplat [11] also encodes unit vectors using a warped barycentric encoding on a cube, which has error performance similar to the barycentric encoding in the work by Griffith et al. [9] .
Bass et al. [12] describe an encoding using overlapping cones that works well with entropy encoders [13] , but the encoding time is still linear in the number of output bits. The Octahedron Normal Vector method [4] uses an octahedron to encode unit vectors and does so by flattening the octahedron into a 2D square. The authors then place a regular grid over the square and encode the vector as an index. This flattening process can be performed with a small number of conditional operations, and both encoding and decoding take constant time. Moreover, the maximum error associated with this technique is much lower than typical octahedron encoding for the same number of bits.
Healpix [3] was not introduced in Computer Graphics but in the field of Astrophysics. The method creates a point distribution on the unit sphere for which the area associated with each point from the distribution is constant. The motivation for this technique does not come from compression but from processing spherical information and performing Fourier analysis on the sphere. Hence, the authors do not provide fast encoding or decoding methods, but this technique can still be used for compression.
There are also several methods developed to specifically compress normal maps that are designed to be used for real time applications like games (see Waveren et al. [14] for a survey). These methods take advantage of the 2D structure of the texture, which is not present in arbitrary streams of normals. Furthermore, tangent space normal maps always have a positive z component [14] , which simplifies compression. Hence, these normal map methods address a more specific problem than general normal compression. 3Dc [15] is a normal map compression method implemented in graphics hardware. This method discards the z-coordinate and quantizes the maximum range of x/y in a 4×4 block of normals to 3 bits per channel. While on average the method performs well, the quantization step will produce severe artifacts if x or y use the maximum range, effectively only allowing 8 possible values for the x/y components. Even though the maximum encoding error is quite large, 3Dc compression can produce significant compression gains with little loss in quality for slowly varying data such as many tangent-space normal maps. Munkberg et al. [16] present modifications to the 3Dc algorithm that improve the quality the output.
Crytek's best fit normals [17] is not specifically a normal map compression algorithm and can be used to compress arbitrary normals. The algorithm assumes 8 bits per x/y/z component as input and observes that if we only encode unit vectors, most of the 24 bit space is not used for encoding since only a small number of points are close to the boundary of the unit sphere. Therefore, given an unencoded vector, the method searches for the best possible normal within the 256 3 possible encoded values such that, when normalized, is closest to the unencoded vector. The method speeds up this computation by precomputing the exhaustive search and storing the results in a cube map for lookup. Unfortunately this modification only improves the average encoded error and not the maximal encoded error. For 24 bits, the maximal encoding error is approximately 0.16
• for best fit normals whereas other methods achieve much lower error. For example, Octahedral Normal Vectors achieves a maximal error of 0.04
• with 24 bits. While popular for games, best fit normals produces very poor errors for normal encoding.
Contributions
In this paper, we present a computationally efficient method for encoding and decoding 3D unit vectors. The computation time is constant and is independent of the required accuracy. In addition, our method produces the smallest encoding size for a given maximum error when compared to other compression methods. We further improve our compression rates by using a differential encoding [18] . Our differential encoding uses a moving frame approach, which can be applied to any other method, and works especially well when combined with our technique.
Encoding
Our method is based on the spherical coordinates representation of a unit vector. Note that a naïve discretization of this representation produces poor encoding results. Instead, we use variable discretization that minimizes the number of potential encoding symbols and, hence, the encoded size.
Each point (x, y, z) on the unit sphere S has spherical coordinates (φ, θ) ∈ [0, π] × [0, 2π), where
Given N φ and N θ , we consider the set P = {(x,ŷ,ẑ)} of N φ · N θ points on the sphere, defined aŝ
with j ∈ {0, . . . , N φ − 1} and k ∈ {0, . . . , N θ − 1}. We generate these points by dividing the parameter range for φ and θ into N φ and N θ uniform subintervals, respectively. Each point from P is represented by the pair ( j, k). Given a unit vector n with spherical coordinates (φ, θ), we encode the vector by choosing a pointn ∈ P with ( j, k) determined as
where round(x) gives the integer closest to x. Note that log 2 (N φ ) and log 2 (N θ ) bound the maximum number of bits necessary to store j and k respectively. Hence, a 96-bit floating point vector will be compressed to fewer bits if N φ and N θ are chosen appropriately.
Our goal is to select N φ and N θ in such a way that the total number of points in P is minimal for a given prescribed angle accuracy ǫ. Therefore, the angle between an encoded vector n and the corresponding decoded vectorn should be ≤ ǫ. Since the arcs that correspond to φ close to 0 or π have smaller lengths than the arcs corresponding to φ near π/2, we can use fewer points near the poles to guarantee the desired accuracy ǫ. We achieve this effect by choosing the number N θ adaptively, depending on j, namely N θ = N θ ( j). In this case, the total number of points in P will be Figure 4 shows a sample decomposition of the entire sphere into such patches.
Without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the top half of the sphere φ < π/2. The point in the patch furthest from its centern is the bottom right (or left) corner and has spherical coordinates (φ +
We compute the 3D vector with these coordinates using Equation 1 and take the dot product withn to yield a maximum angle of cos −1 (cos(φ) cos(φ+ −1) )) . Setting this value to be less than or equal to ǫ and solving for the smallest integer N θ ( j) that satisfies this inequality yields
Note that any value of N φ ≥ π 2ǫ + 1 yields values of N θ ( j), j = 0, . . . , N φ − 1 such that the maximum encoding error is no more than ǫ. We need to find a value of N φ for which the total number of points in P, Figure 2 shows a graph of the total number of points in P for ǫ = 4
• generated for different values of N φ . When N φ is close to the lower bound of π 2ǫ + 1, the total number of points on the sphere is large. As N φ increases, the number of points drops quickly to a minimum (in this case, 1334 points) and then increases again. To find the optimal value of N φ , we simply find a neighborhood of the minimum and perform a discrete search. Notice that this optimization only has to be performed once for a value of ǫ, and the result N θ ( j) can be stored as a list of numbers and be used to encode/decode any number of vectors. Figure 3 shows two point distributions on the sphere and demonstrates the difference between using a constant number of points for each value of N φ (left) and our variable number of points (right). Each set of points will have the same maximum encoding error. However, our method is much more efficient in terms of memory. Figure 4 illustrates the regions on the sphere that our encoding in Equation 2 produces.
Moving Frames
Our encoding method, described in Section 2, is computationally efficient since it requires only constant time both for encoding and decoding regardless of the precision ǫ required. While our method is suitable for encoding random vectors, it has the property that for values of j close to 0 or N φ − 1, the number of possible values for k is small, as shown in Figure 4 . Therefore, for unit vectors n that are close to one of the poles, we can use fewer bits to represent θ.
To take advantage of the above mentioned property, we will assume that we are given an ordered list of normals n i . 
This construction builds an orthonormal frame for each normal n i+1 such that the z-axis aligns with the previous encoded vectorn i . We then represent n i+1 in this coordinate frame and output the encoded values ( j, k) of (F i+1 ) T n i+1 . To decode the vector, we simply apply the decoding procedure from Section 2 and multiply by F i+1 , which we build from the previously decoded vector. We initialize the entire process by setting F 0 to be the Euclidean axes.
In the situation where the angle between two consecutive vectors n i and n i+1 is small, this approach will produce significant compression gains because most encoded vectors will be close to the poles and use few bits to encode. Figure 5 shows the distribution of normals from the polygons of the buddha model with respect to the Euclidean axes (left) and the distribution where each normal is represented in terms of its associated moving frame (right). Notice that in the first case, the normals are mostly uniformly distributed over the sphere whereas, in the second case, the normals are almost all concentrated at the positive z-axis making the silhouette of the sphere hard to see due to the lack of points away from the z-axis. The backside of the sphere on the right (not visible in this image) is extremely sparse.
This moving frame approach is not specific to our encoding method and many encoding techniques could benefit from this method, especially when coupled with an entropy encoder. However, due to the structure of our point distribution, our method is particularly well-suited to this technique.
Entropy Encoding
In conjunction with the moving frame, we apply an adaptive arithmetic encoder [13] to the output of our encoding method, which results in even more compression. To use this encoder, we build a distribution for j and individual distributions for k for every value of j, since a different number, N θ ( j), of symbols for k are possible for each value of j. When using the moving frame, described in Section 3, the distribution for j tends to be skewed towards zero and compresses well with the arithmetic encoder.
Results
We demonstrate the performance of our method by comparing it to several other methods including Healpix [3] , octahedral subdivision (Octa) [6, 7, 8, 9] , octahedral normal vectors (ONV) [4] , sextant encoding (Sextant) [5] , and the sphere1 covering (Sphere1) [9] . As test data, we use normal vectors generated from the polygons of common surfaces found in Computer Graphics. We order these vectors by performing a depth-first traversal in terms of polygon adjacency on the surface. Figure 6 shows the graph of the encoded size (without entropy encoding or our moving frame approach) versus the maximum encoding error for the normals from the buddha model, which has 1087716 normals yielding an uncompressed size of 12747KB. Clearly, Healpix, ONV, sphere1 and our method all have better performance than Deering's sextant encoding or the popular Octa algorithm. However, our method produces a smaller encoded size than all of the other methods for a given encoding error. Figure 7 shows the performance of all methods when we add our moving frame technique and then apply an entropy encoder [13] on the result. In all cases, entropy encoding, when combined with our moving frame, substantially reduces the encoded size. In general, Healpix, ONV and our method perform the best. However, when we decrease the maximum error and use the moving frame approach, Healpix begins to perform worse. Overall, our method performs the best and has an encoded size roughly 10% smaller than the best encoding technique. We also tested each method using entropy encoding without the moving frame but, due to the uniform distribution of points over the sphere, we did not achieve significantly better compression results than the ones from Figure 6 .
While Figures 6 and 7 show encoded size versus error for a single model, Figures 8 and 9 provide more details for various models when ǫ ≈ 1.2
• . The tables show the compressed file sizes and the encoding and decoding time in terms of seconds on an Intel Core i7 960 without our moving frame/entropy encoding ( Figure 9 ) and with our moving frame/entropy encoding (Figure 8 ). Note that in Figure 8 although ONV, Healpix and our method have the same encoded size, the actual errors for these methods are 1.24
• , 1.27
• and 1.2
• respectively. In all examples, entropy encoding/decoding dominates the running time. Our encoding/decoding is very efficient, and we consistently produce the smallest file sizes (between 14% to 45% smaller).
Healpix uses a lookup table for decoding that requires storing all possible encoded vectors in memory. In general, the decoding performance of a lookup table method is extremely fast. The drawback is that, for small maximum encoding error, these tables are quite large. While Sextant uses a constant time decoding algorithm, both Sextant and Healpix use a linear time encoding algorithm that compares each vector against all possible encoded values, which makes these methods Some applications such as reproduction of specular highlights in graphics or engineering applications require much lower errors than 1.2
• . We next perform tests for ǫ ≈ 0.0045
• and show the results in Figure 10 (without moving frame/entropy encoding) and Figure 11 (with moving frame/entropy encoding). Again, our method is the most efficient in terms of size using on average 23.6 bits per normal compared to the next best, ONV, at 24.6 bits per normal when using entropy encoding. At this level of error, Healpix requires a lookup table for decoding that takes more than 2GB of memory, which is not practical for most applications. Both Healpix and Sextant use linear time encoding techniques and did not complete within 24 hours. In contrast, our precomputed table of N θ ( j) takes 54 bytes for ǫ = 1.2
• error and 25KB for ǫ = 0.0045 • error. In terms of size, our table approximately doubles in size each time the error decreases by a factor of 0.5. This is in contrast to methods that store encoded points which quadruple in size for every decrease in ǫ by a factor of 0.5. Hence, even for very low values of ǫ, our table is still a manageable size and fits in memory.
Octa and Sphere1 use a hierarchical encoding/decoding whose complexity is proportional to the log of the number of possible encoded values. Hence, the encoding and decoding times increase significantly as ǫ decreases, especially when we remove the moving frame/entropy encoding (see Figures 8 and 10 ). Both ONV and our method have encoding/decoding times independent of ǫ. Despite using a few trigonometric operations, our method still outperforms ONV in terms of encoding time. However, entropy encoding/decoding takes significantly longer time for our method since we store a symbol probability distribution for each value of j.
Conclusions and Future Work
Our method for encoding unit vectors produces the smallest encoded size for a given error. Moreover, our encoding and decoding methods are very computationally efficient and are independent of the desired accuracy ǫ. Compared to the only other computationally efficient method, ONV, our method, both with and without our moving frame technique, consistently produces a smaller encoded size for the same error and is more efficient in terms of encoding/decoding performance. Finally, our moving frame approach significantly improves the compression results for all methods we tested, but works especially well with our encoding approach because our variable bit encoding uses fewer bits when encoded vectors are near the poles. However, the moving frame approach as well as the entropy encoding depend on the sequence of encoded normals and may not be appropriate for applications that require random access to the normals.
In the future, we would like to explore compression methods that are specialized to work with normal maps and interpolation on the GPU. When sampling data from normal maps, the GPU will bilinearly (or trilinearly if mipmapping is used) interpolate data in textures.
The result of this interpolation is typically not meaningful unless the GPU performs decompression before interpolation, as done with 3Dc compression. All of the encoding methods we have discussed suffer from this problem. The one exception is Crytek's best fit normals, which produces poor encoding results but has the property that trilinear interpolation of encoded values yields a geometrically meaningful result (although not an arc length interpolation on the sphere). Given the disparity between encoding performance of these classes of algorithms, we would like to explore building normal encoding methods that sacrifice some encoding performance but work well with the texture mapping hardware on GPUs. The same data as in Figure 10 except we add our moving frame approach and entropy encoding to all methods. The average bits per normal for each encoding technique is, Ours:23.6, Octa:30.3, ONV:24.6, Sphere1:28.8.
